We lost our Hair - but you wouldn't know it now!
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Imagine waking up one morning to find that your hair was falling out - that you had bald patches that you
couldn't cover! What would you do? Women are emotionally attached to their hair - after all it is our
crowning glory. When our hair looks good we feel good and if it doesn't then it can really bring us
down!
Over 8 million women in the UK suffer from some sort of hair loss, yet it is one of those subjects that
is rarely discussed. Sufferers find it at best embarrasing and at worst a devastating knock to their
confidence. The reasons for hair loss are numerous and treatments vary, however, there is one company
who offer an immediate and non-surgical solution for all types and degrees of hair loss....
Mark Glenn Hair Enhancement are a hair extensions studio based in Mayfair. Having worked with hair
extensions for over 15 years they developed the Kinsey System specifically for women with patches of hair
loss or thinning. It combines the use of a very fine mesh with their fibre hair extensions to help bridge
any bald patches and fully integrate the client's own hair with the fibre.
The result? A full head of hair that looks, feels and behaves better than your own!
We have several amazing stories from women who have suffered hair loss for all manner of reasons, how it
made them feel and the difference that Mark Glenn made to their hair - and their lives!
Cheryl age 36 - Suffers from Trichotillomania (Compulsive Hair pulling)
Jayne, 25 - Suffered hair loss as a result of badly applied real hair extensions
Nina, 24 - Discovered she had Hodgkins disease and lost all her hair through treatment
Lesley, 39 - A thyroid condition and hormonal problems caused her hair loss
Heather, 18 - A sufferer of Trichotillomania from the age of 12 - 16 - now after two years of visiting
Mark Glenn her hair has returned and she is no longer pulling
Maria, 23 - Suffers from genetic hair loss, she spent her childhood trying to disguise her condition from
the other school kids who called her baldy.
If you would like to find out more, see photos etc, then please do contact us at Babel Fish PR, 020 8605
3536, sophie@babelfishpr.co.uk
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